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RESPONSIVE
LEADERSHIP
QUALIFICATION OUTLINE

ONCE YOU QUALIFY,
YOU BECOME
A POWER-PARTNER
FOR LIFE!

ABOUT
RESPONSIVE LEADERSHIP

30%
TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM
THEORY

70%
UNCONVENTIONAL
PRACTICAL LEARNING
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The A2B Responsive Leadership programme
takes the change-maker and their enterprise
on a titanic journey of change for a dedicated
six months from which the change-maker will
emerge transformed and empowered and their
enterprise fully incubated and operational.
The A2B Responsive Leadership programme is
the only course in the world which deals
experentially with you and your social
enterprise. It connects you to a global team of
change-makers with occupational genius to
contribute into your enterprise in ways you
never imagined possible!

Leadership is not about a title or a designation.
It's about impact, influence and inspiration.
ROBIN SHARMA

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
REACHING YOUR OPTIMUM HUMAN STATE AND UNIQUE BLUEPRINT,
BOTH PERSONALLY AND WITHIN YOUR WORK ENVIRONMENT THROUGH
INTRAPERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL OPTIMISATION, IRRESPECTIVE
OF LIFE STAGE AND WORK SPHERE OR SECTOR. ON RESPONSIVE
LEADERSHIP JOURNEY YOU WILL ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING RESULTS:

Gain in-depth understanding of how the negative effects of the primitive brain
affect our responses to all of life’s challenges
Discover which HARDWIRES block us from reaching this optimum state, where
and how these HARDWIRES originated and what action to take to eradicate their
influence
Achieve OI ( Occupational Intelligence ) level growth through 'just-right'
challenges, which lowers anxiety and stress levels and ignites inner volition
Immerse into a trusted, transparent, honest environment where you become the
transformative catalyst for change in an ecosystem designed for CHANGE and
not chance
Ensure no external factors dilute, diffuse or contaminate your vision,
empowering all within the ecosystem to co-own and work towards the shared
vision and goal
Yield enhanced relationships, radically transforming relationships, families,
communities and society
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READY TO GET STARTED?
GET TO KNOW YOUR
HARDWIRES™

In order to qualify for the Responsive Leadership
Qualification, you need to complete a
HARDWIRES™ assessment.
It is important that you discover and familiarise
yourself with the HARDWIRES™ that have formed
inside your brain in order to ultimately master them.

R350
FOR ALL RESPONSIVE
LEADERSHIP ATTENDEES
*R550
STANDALONE

www.hardwires.co.za

HARDWIRES™ is an in-depth, non-threatening prognostic tool for assessing the factors limiting
and/or obstructing change, that have developed, from early childhood days in our minds; often
without us even being aware of this happening.
In understanding the cause and effect of these HARDWIRES™, we are able to re-wire, because of the
remarkable neuroplasticity of our brains and become whole-brain, optimum humans.

CONTACT JOAN TO DO
YOUR ASSESSMENT TODAY!

discover@hardwires.co.za
Please specify that your are a
Responsive Leadership attendee, in
order to qualify for the discounted rate.
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BANK DETAILS
Account name: Amajobjob Co
Bank: Standard Bank
Branch Code: 154500
Account no: 012199052

Please forward proof of payment to
discover@hardwires.co.za

MODULE 1

PERSONAL
OPTIMISATION
You embark on a serious re-engineering process during
which you become conscious of the interplay between
HARDWIRES™ and your responsiveness to tasks and other
humans. You will learn to measure your own occupational
responsiveness level and understand how to adapt it in
all areas of your life, from your relationships to your
work. This out of comfort zone experiential workshop will
show you how to harness the bio-mechanics of your mind.
This is the first step in the magnificent journey towards
RESPONSIVE LEADERSHIP.

Become conscious of the inner neurology causing your
responsiveness levels;
Assess of your Occupational Intelligence levels in action;
Assess your prognosis for change;
Engage in OI activity circuits (practical challenges that build neural
pathways)
Learning how to become OI smart, the neurological growth path
towards an optimum human
Get your journey map going towards the best human you can be,
with the A2B Movement as your power-partner.
Learn how to develop the skills and adaptive responsiveness that you
need to boldly take on 21st century challenges, e.g. agility, grit,
purposeful vision, etc.
Develop integrity (personal development from inside out – dealing
with your 4 levels of neurological development incl. reflexes,
perceptual / sensory, primitive brain and whole brain).
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MODULE 2

ECOSYSTEMS FOR CHANGE
We all want our workplaces and
even our homes to thrive, we want
everyone within these spaces to be
entrepreneurial and co-owning the
goals with enthusiasm, don’t we?
We live in exciting times! Mankind
is undergoing a quantum ideological
shift from a hierarchical mentality
to a network mentality and rapid
adaption has become a primary
precursor to success.

You will learn how to create a milieu, an ecosystem where each individual owns specific roles
unconditionally, proudly consciously a cog in the achievement of the End Result. Where the bird is the bird
and the worm is fully the worm and all the organisms work towards the common goal of success, impact,
profit, development and sustainable happiness.

This course contains critical organisational development skills:
Strategies for transforming your organisation into an Ecosystem of Change;
Components of an Ecosystem of Change;
Designing an Ecosystem of Change;
Factors that cause break-down in an Ecosystem of Change;
Setting boundaries in an Ecosystem of Change;
Facilitating participants to take ownership of their development process and performance management;
Positioning people, tasks and systems for optimal value within the Value Exchange Bank.
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MODULE 2: ECOSYSTEMS FOR CHANGE

HUMAN OPTIMISATION
OPERATING SYSTEM (HOOS)
A pre-designed conscious environment with its unique language and empower / employee toolkits and
systems that promote and drive maximal human development and empowerment.

Companies pay an arm and a leg for every possible system that optimizes tasks and controls e.g. SAP,
Oracle. For the first time you will learn about systemisation of ecosystems to drive Occupational
Intelligence of individuals, linked to the co-ownership in their company. Humans in workplaces become the
mechanics of their own minds and are enthused by the structure to move from A to B.

This revolutionary model is called HOOS.
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MODULE 3

TASK MAN FIT
You will learn to apply the laws of responsiveness.
Where the task is the spark that ignites the volition of
the human being, driving the quality of the successful
task completion, affecting business growth.

TASK = CHALLENGE
PERSON = RESPONDER
TASK-MAN-FIT assessment in a sustainable manner on the
continuum from non-responsive to response-able.
Cracking humans into consciousness.
Identifying the signs of tipping points and translating these into profit.
Group empowerment principles, buddy systems, “crutches” for
competence.
Task-man fit and “I can" moments!
The symbols, terms and tools of the TASK-MAN-FIT science, ensuring
seamless forward moving congruent actions and co-ownership.
Assessing the OI task performance levels of disempowered people,
corporate people and wealthy people
Organisational success
Developing a task bank for every task in an ecosystem for flop proof
operations and replication
Transforming the role of management (or parents) into volition
provocateurs
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MODULE 4

FROM LEADER TO
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR

This module is the catharsis, the tipping points of the executive functions of your brain.

Become a value driven, reflective, catalyst;
Develop integrity (neurological integration of the left and right hemispheres);
Let go of the negative effects of the primitive brain;
Develop emotional intelligence through Whole brain integration;
Develop an empathetic orientation;
Demonstrate courage in doing the right thing instead of merely doing things right;
Become authentically decisive with the ability to practice integrated choice making;
Learn competent responsiveness: Response-able (high volition, low anxiety); experience autonomous
responsiveness (opposed to dependent, entitled, so-called leaders);
Become idea- and opportunity orientated;
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MODULE 4: FROM LEADERSHIP
TO SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Y O U R A B I L I T Y T O T H I N K O U T O F T H E B O X W IL L
E V O L V E T O B E I N G A B L E T O B A L A N C E S T A B IL IT Y ,
P R O D U C T I V I T Y , I N I T I A T I V E , A N D C R E A T IV E
COMPASSION.
ENTREPRENEURIALISM (B2 OF OI SCALE)
Through Occupational Intelligence development (volition) you could
learn anything new and drive any business task; the only real way of
approaching entrepreneurship.
Understand that, by simply training and qualifying people in the
theory of entrepreneurship and venture creation is not going to turn
them into go-getters, self-starters, decision makers and problem
solvers, these capacities are based in perpetual, real, just-right life
challenges that build the neurology underlying Occupational
Intelligence.
Become highly competitive in your responsiveness (innovative,
driven, novel);
Gain tangible practical entrepreneurial tools that replace the tiresome
written business plan.

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP (B3 OF OI SCALE)

Develop the ability to balance compassion for people with the ability
to generate profit;
Learn contributive responsiveness “I am because we are!”;
Learn adaptive responsiveness;
Develop unstoppable drive;
Be unconstrained by the past and the social construct.
Be able to minimise fear/anxieties in bigger mass hysteria and to
enthuse their volition;
Re-engineer society, and create systemic change;
Eventually become unconscious of your competence by developing
authentic humility;
Command Belief, Hope, Vision, Meaning and Conviction!
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TIMELINE

GAUTENG
MAGALIESBURG

REMEMBER TO SELECT YOUR PROVINCE ON THE REGISTRATION FORM.

MODULE

MODULE 01
PERSONAL OPTIMISATION

MODULE 02
ECOSYSTEMS FOR CHANGE

MODULE 03
TASK MAN FIT

DATES

14-16 SEPTEMBER

PLOT 104,
WOLWEKRANS,
MAGALIESBURG

11-13 OCTOBER

PLOT 104,
WOLWEKRANS,
MAGALIESBURG

24-26 NOVEMBER

PLOT 104,
WOLWEKRANS,
MAGALIESBURG

10-13 NOVEMBER

EAGLE HUB,
AFRISKI MOUNTAIN RESORT,
LESOTHO

MODULE 04
FROM LEADER TO SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR

VENUE

*Please note that Module 4 will be completed
before Module 3, as an exception to this intake
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TIMELINE

KWAZULU-NATAL
DURBAN

REMEMBER TO SELECT YOUR PROVINCE ON THE REGISTRATION FORM.

MODULE

MODULE 01
PERSONAL OPTIMISATION

MODULE 02
ECOSYSTEMS FOR CHANGE

MODULE 03
TASK MAN FIT

DATES

VENUE

25-27 SEPTEMBER

CAMP ORCHARDS, 01
INANDA RD, PINETOWN
NU, HILLCREST

24-26 OCTOBER

CAMP ORCHARDS, 01
INANDA RD, PINETOWN
NU, HILLCREST

30 NOVEMBER2 DECEMBER

CAMP ORCHARDS, 01
INANDA RD, PINETOWN
NU, HILLCREST

MODULE 04
FROM LEADER TO SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR

10-13 NOVEMBER

EAGLE HUB,
AFRISKI MOUNTAIN RESORT,
LESOTHO

*Please note that Module 4 will be completed
before Module 3, as an exception to this intake
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TIMELINE

WESTERN CAPE
CAPE TOWN

REMEMBER TO SELECT YOUR PROVINCE ON THE REGISTRATION FORM.

MODULE

MODULE 01
PERSONAL OPTIMISATION

MODULE 02
ECOSYSTEMS FOR CHANGE

MODULE 03
TASK MAN FIT

DATES

4-8 OCTOBER

THE CLOTHING BANK
33 THOR CIR,
THORNTON

30 0CTOBER 3 NOVEMBER

MACASSAR POTTERY.
53 FISH ST

3-7 DECEMBER

THE CLOTHING BANK
33 THOR CIR,
THORNTON

10-13 NOVEMBER

EAGLE HUB,
AFRISKI MOUNTAIN RESORT,
LESOTHO

MODULE 04
FROM LEADER TO SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR

VENUE

*Please note that Module 4 will be completed
before Module 3, as an exception to this intake
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TIMELINE

EASTERN CAPE
PORT ELIZABETH

REMEMBER TO SELECT YOUR PROVINCE ON THE REGISTRATION FORM.

MODULE

MODULE 01
PERSONAL OPTIMISATION

MODULE 02
ECOSYSTEMS FOR CHANGE

MODULE 03
TASK MAN FIT

DATES

23-26 AUGUST

721 SARDINIA BAY RD,
LOVEMORE PARK

TO BE CONFIRMED

721 SARDINIA BAY RD,
LOVEMORE PARK

TO BE CONFIRMED

721 SARDINIA BAY RD,
LOVEMORE PARK

10-13 NOVEMBER

EAGLE HUB,
AFRISKI MOUNTAIN RESORT,
LESOTHO

MODULE 04
FROM LEADER TO SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR

VENUE

*Please note that Module 4 will be completed
before Module 3, as an exception to this intake
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COST & REGISTRATION
R450 pp/pd
Each module is 3 days long
and scheduled over weekends.
Corporate workshops are
scheduled during weekdays.
Practical assignments
accompany every module.

A second person recruited receives 10% discount. For every 10 persons
recruited in company, the 11th person gets the course for free.

Should you want to qualify as an A2B practitioner,
summative assessments follow after module 4.
A2B requires you to be A3+ on the OI scale to become a OI practitioner.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE REGISTRATION FORM (PDF ATTACHED) OR
DOWNLOAD THE REGISTRATION FORM ONLINE AT
www.a2btransformation.com
COMPLETED REGISTRATION FORM AND PROOF OF PAYMENT TO BE SENT A MINIMUM
OF 7 WORKING DAYS BEFORE COMMENCEMENT DATE TO
kory@a2btransformation.com
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CONTACT US
CONTACT KORY FOR MORE INFORMATION
kory@a2btransformation.com
076 314 2637
www.a2btransformation.com
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